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Before Copy Editing
Speaker: Hello, F------- P---- leaders. I’m so excited to be with you for this workshop.
Now I was just sitting here before we began today, and I was really tuning into this
whole theme about finding our voice. How many of us have really wanted to feel
like we’re finding our voice, right? It feels like there’s something that we have to say
and that there’s a contribution, something that we uniquely can add. But it’s often
unclear where or how to get started with that, right? Who’s already created, you
know, videos, or a sales page, or given a talk? We’re all in a process of expressing
our voice, yes?
You know, raise your hand. So I just wanna acknowledge, we all have some
experience with this. Whether it’s speaking to friends enthusiastically and
passionately about the things that we care about, or doing it in some kind of
professional context, there’s a feeling that there’s a message, there’s a contribution.
There’s insights that I have to give that are unique, that are important, and I
wanna really find what that is. So you know, so much of what we’ve been doing in
leadership has been setting the foundation for this conversation today.
So the foundation that we’ve been working with, z--- of g--------, very helpful for
you, yes, in terms of finding what your unique gifts and contributions are. Being
able to start to think inside the i----- f---------, and you know, really fine tune what
your particular contribution is. So I was thinking about this experience of our voice,
and I’m gonna connect it back to messaging in just a moment, but we have the
experience of expressing our voice not when we speak but when we’re heard, when
we’re heard by others. And when what we have to say impacts others and moves
others, we have the experience of expressing our voice, right?
So I want to really, kind of, bring back in this idea about messaging and our voice as
something that, that the power of that, is a relational act. The experience of having
our voice unleashed is something that happens in relationship where the listener
is touched, is moved, there’s value created, there’s insight, there’s impact that
happens, right? So the idea of expressing our voice, we kind of, somehow it evokes.
And this is all part of our whole, kind of, masculine paradigm of power we’ve been
in. We kind of think about expressing our voice...
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As I was sitting here before we began today, as I was tuning in to this whole theme
about finding our voice, I was wondering:
How many of us want to feel like we’re finding our voice?
How many of us feel like there’s something that we have to say, like we have a
contribution, something that we uniquely can add?
Whether it’s speaking to friends or professionals enthusiastically, passionately
about the things that we care about, many of us have a feeling that we have a
message, a contribution, and insights that are unique and important. And I want to
help you find what those are.
So much of what we’ve been doing in Leadership has been setting the foundation
for this conversation today. This foundation, the Z--- of G--------, is very helpful for
you in:
• finding your unique gifts and contributions
• starting to think inside the I----- F--------• fine tuning what your particular contribution is
Also, as I was thinking about this experience of our voice, I thought about how we,
as women, have the experience of expressing our voice not just when we speak but
also when we’re heard by others. When what we have to say impacts and moves
others, we also have the experience of expressing our voice.
Messaging and expressing our voice is a relational act. The experience of having
our voice unleashed is something that happens in relationship. When the listener
is touched and moved, there’s value, insight, and impact that happens. The idea of
expressing our voice evokes relationship.
This is opposed to the masculine paradigm of power we’ve been in. We think about
expressing our voice...

